ATI Remote Proctoring with Proctorio
FAQ & Troubleshooting Tips
Frequently Asked Questions
Q: What is Proctorio doing during my exam?
A:ATI is partnering with Proctorioto securely proctor assessments. Proctorio is a remote-monitoring
platform that uses artificial intelligence and facial-detection technology to safeguard testing processes.
During assessments, students will be monitored via webcam, microphone, and screen. The system will
capture things like eye movement, clicks, sound captured by the microphone, and it will flag anything
that may not be allowed. This is done by a machine, so a human is not actively watching you.
Q: May I use a Chromebook to take the exam?
A: Chromebooks are not compatible with the Proctorio extension. You can only use a laptop or desktop
computer for the exam.
Q: What if I need to use the restroom or leave the room?
A: For TEAS takers, it is recommended to use the restroom after you completed a section. There are four
section; Reading, Math, Science and English. Each section is timed. Please be aware of the time you have
remaining in each section – you will not be allowed to revisit any section once its time is finished.
Q: May I have scratch paper during my exam?
A: You may have scratch paper during the exam. Please destroy it after the test is completed.
Q: What if I’m not comfortable sharing my screen/camera (privacy concerns, etc.)?
A: Nevada State College has agreed to the use of Proctorio and ATI to administer the exam. If you take
issue with the following, please contact the Registrar’s Office at registrar@nsc.edu.
[Legal statement]
If your institution or organization has elected to use remote proctoring services during the
administration of this exam, by continuing with the exam, you agree to allow ATI and remote
proctor providers to monitor you by webcam, microphone, browser, desktop, or any other
means necessary to uphold ATI’s test integrity. This may include recording of video, audio,
and/or screen activity, and a scan of your surroundings and computer display. This monitoring
will be conducted by machine and/or by a live person. The information from the test session,
including recordings, will be available to authorized personnel of ATI, the institution or
organization with which you are affiliated, and their remote proctor providers. ATI and its
providers will never sell your identifiable information and will only use it for test security
purposes. You give ATI a worldwide, royalty-free right to use and disclose your information and
recordings as described herein.

Troubleshooting Tips

Reinstalling the Proctorio Google Chrome extension
1. In the Google Chrome extension, click the three dots at the top right-hand corner of the
browser.
2. Click More Tools> Extensions

3. Select the Proctorio extension> Remove
4. Enter your exam via the student site and it will prompt you to install the extension.

Webcam and/or microphone error
1. Device privacy settings may need to be adjusted.
2. Enable microphone/webcam permissions for Google browser within device settings.
Webcam verification test failure
The webcam verification test captures five images from the user’s webcam. This test makes sure that
the system will be able to track head and eye movements without reporting false negatives. The key to
passing this test is finding a comfortable position where the face is evenly lit and centered in the frame.
The user will not be able to access the exam until their face is clearly visible to the software.
• framed–Check to make sure that all facial features (eyes, nose, mouth, chin and hairline) are
clearly visible and unobstructed.
• Visible lights–Check what the camera is framing. Overhead lamps or other visible lights in the
background can take the focus off the camera. The user might seem clearly visible, but the
camera may try to focus on the light.
• Uneven lighting–Check for shadows. If a lamp or open window is on one side of the user, it may
cause part of the face to be lit or shadowed unevenly. Try dimming these light sources or find a
position in the room to enable the face to be evenly lit.
• Back lit–Check the lighting directly behind the user. If it is too bright directly behind the user, it
could cause the camera to focus on that lighting rather than the person. This is most commonly
caused by windows but can also occur from very brightly colored walls or highly contrasted
backgrounds. The user should try to adjust their position or the lighting of the room to make the
lighting more even in front of and behind themselves.
• Glare from glasses–If the user’s eyeglasses are reflecting a glare, the webcam image test can
fail. The user does not need to remove their glasses. Glare can be avoided by dimming the
computer screen or adjusting the angle of the webcam.

•

•

Sunglasses/tinted glasses–The user may not wear sunglasses or tinted glasses during the exam.
If their prescription glasses have dark or tinted lenses for medical reasons, they must contact
their professor, who might issue an override or ask that the glasses be removed temporarily to
enable a retest.
Hat–Hats may not be worn during testing. Unless worn for religious purposes, the user must
remove hats or head coverings that obscure the hair or hairline. Their full face must be visible,
and the head covering must not cast any shadows on the face. Again, professors can issue an
override for head coverings when necessary

